
 

Miss Haimeed’s Learning outcome for the week: To recognise initial sounds and  

practice writing them - This week we are learning the sound ‘s’ 

  

Activity 1 - The first activity will introduce some phase 2 sounds 

Click on the link below listen to the Jolly Phonics songs for each of the sound.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Qpn2839Kro 

Listen to the Jolly phonics rhymes and then try to join in singing along with the songs.  

Can you remember the songs for the following songs? (s, a, t, p, i, n)  

Grown-ups can you pause the video after each of the songs.  

The sound for this week is (p) 

p – puff out the candles on the pink pig cake p / p / p 

 

Activity 2 - This activity allows your child to look at objects/pictures and try to say which sound they 

think they start with. 

Using the pictures below can you talk about each picture? 

Grown-ups I have added some questions you can ask your children, see below in some of the boxes.  

 

 

 What animal is 
this? 
What sound does it 
start with? 
What do puppies 
like to do? 

What fruit is this? 
What sound does it 
start with? 
What do we do with 
pineapple? 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Qpn2839Kro


 

Activity 3 – This is a talking activity.  Can you go on an object hunt around your home? Can you find 

some objects which begin with ‘p’ and some objects which start with ‘s,a,t’ 

Place all your objects into the middle in the room and sit with your grown-up or your siblings.  For 

example; grown-up will pick up a sock, and say “What is this object?” Child will then say “sock”. 

Grown-up will then ask, “Does sock begin with ‘s’ or ‘p’?” Children will say ‘s’. Then repeat with all 

the objects you have collected on your object hunt.  

Don’t worry if your child doesn’t don’t get it right the first time, just keep practising.  

 

 

Activity 4 - This activity is a chance for your child to practise writing the sound ‘p’ 

Below is the link for the YouTube clip of how Miss Haimeed practises writing the ‘p’ sound. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOSOB8dynyk  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extra challenge -  

The sounds the children have learnt so far are s,a,t,p. 

Can you recap the above sounds? This can be done by using flashcards for example, writing the 

sounds on different pieces of paper and testing your child, by holding each sound up and asking your 

child to say it.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOSOB8dynyk

